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GillmoreSPACE Celebrates its 10th Anniversary at Decorex
Showcasing its Iconic Designs

British furniture designer, GillmoreSPACE, celebrates ten years of contemporary design at this years Decorex. The
brand will be showcasing some of its most successful productions including the timeless Barcelona bedroom range
together with Glacier, Gerrit and Cordoba.
The Barcelona range, with its signature grid design, is all about simplicity and clean, straight lines. The range
includes bedside tables, wardrobes and beds and is available in a choice of rich dark walnut or sleek white gloss,
finishes that complement a wide range of traditional and modern interior design schemes.

Barcelona Side Table in Walnut (above) – £211.00

Graphic lines, modulating layers and striking handle designs give Glacier its cutting edge yet unobtrusive appeal.
Best known for its popular living room storage units and sideboards Glacier now also includes bedroom furniture.

Glacier Media Sideboard in Gloss White (above) – £779.00
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Over the last decade, GillmoreSPACE has created a range of sleek, stylish and enduring furniture. In keeping with
the entire GillmoreSPACE collection, each piece has been exclusively designed in the United Kingdom and
combines affordable contemporary cool with functionality.
GillmoreSPACE will be exhibiting at Decorex 2011. Visit stand E162

ENDS

Editors Notes:
Charles Gillmore founded GillmoreSPACE in 2001 with the objective of creating a British contemporary furniture
brand that was exclusive in terms of design but inclusive in terms of price.
GillmoreSPACE provides furniture design solutions for beds, mirrors, storage, tables and seating.
Over the past decade GillmoreSPACE has established a strong reputation as a leading supplier to the interior
design industry with its products frequently used by trade professionals to furnish show homes, high end
investment properties, boutique hotels and even movie sets.

For further information:
For press enquiries, to request images or further information about GillmoreSPACE, please contact Rebecca
Gillmore.
Email:

Rebecca@gillmorespace.com

Telephone:

0845 373 2763

Mobile:

07884180771

Web:

www.gillmorespace.com
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